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News for HTR users 
HTR2001 Upgrade  

 
The coding and programming of HTR2001 was slowed considerably after the events of Sept 11th.  Like all of you 
I was stunned and angered and glued to the television set.  Items that require meticulous attention to detail (i.e. 
export utility and printing) were particularly delayed.  However I did manage to complete a critical addition to 
the Windows version – the velocity computations.  Below are the highlights --- 
 
Velocity Plus screen  
Has all the data from HTR screen (1) in an expanded format.  Includes complete f/p/s numbers, ranking and 
projected chart.  You may switch paceline modes instantly by clicking the drop-down box at the top right corner 
of the main screen.  
  

• Rankings complete.  In the DOS-HTR version, horses that were ranked 10th or higher received a “9” to save 
necessary space.  The Windows version displays the entire ranking hierarchy. 

 

• “Paceline Picks” column – reveals the running line(s) taken by the computer and has some symbols to help 
you identify when the line chosen may be questionable.  An <> indicates the line is more than a year old.  
The [ ] indicates the line is not at the same distance/surface as today’s race and should scrutinized.     

 

• Paceline mode (1) and (5) are available now.  Modes (2), (3), & (4) will be added next upgrade.  A new 
mode (6) will be added as well.  Unlike modes 1-5, option (6) will only select a “clean” line for every horse – 
a line that comes close to today’s distance and surface within a reasonable period of time.  If such a line is 
not available, the horse is ignored for velocity calculations.  PL 1-5 will usually force a paceline to be chosen 
for each horse.  So mode (6) can be considered a contender selector.  There will also be a paceline mode (0).  
It starts with a blank slate and allows you to choose all your own lines. 

 

• Running style designation for each horse is now available throughout the program.  Pretty much the same as 
HTR-DOS, but I have tightened the parameters somewhat for more accuracy.  The PP’s screens display the 
running style in the horse header along with the Fr1 ranking (i.e. E-2). 

 

• New - velocity differential symbol “!”.  If the top ranked horse has a velocity rating that is 0.50 f/p/s or 
higher than the 2nd ranked horse in that factor, a “!” is displayed in place of the “*” symbol.  The “*” always 
indicates the horse is top ranked in that factor – but a “!” is substituted if the f/p/s differential to the second 
horse is 0.50 or greater. 

 

• Next to the RS running style designation, a “*” indicates the likeliest horse to make the lead.  Newly added 
“!” indicates a standout front runner that appears likely to clear early.  Pay attention to those horses – they are 
the key to the race.  If none of the horses shows as RS “*” it indicates the likely leader cannot be determined 
with any confidence. 

 

• I have reduced the Advanced PP’s screen slightly so that 4 horses will fit on each page.  The printing was 
worked on and there should be fewer problems with paper.  As mentioned above – the RS + Fr1 will appear 
for each horse in the header of the past-performances. 

 

• The top section of the Velocity Plus screen is ranked by the VEL score (nVEL).  The middle section is ranked 
by the Fr1 f/p/s.  The bottom section of the velocity screen is not completed and will be added in the next 
update. 

 
Questions?  Check page 3. 
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News for HTR users 
HTR2001 Upgrade – Q and A 

 
When is the export utility going to be ready? 
I had nearly completed an export utility based on the Advanced PP’s screen.  But there were going to 
be holes in the output because I hadn’t finished the velocity/running style data yet.  I decided to put the 
export on hold until I am satisfied that everything is computing correctly and can be included in the 
export accurately.   
 
Are the velocity numbers and rankings in HTR2001 the same as HTR-DOS? 
While the algorithms are exactly the same – the feet-per-second velocity numbers are more accurate 
and thus slightly different.  Windows OS allows your computer to handles complex numbers more 
precisely than DOS platforms, and I have utilized more of the decimal component of the beaten lengths 
and the fractions for absolute accuracy.  In addition, some odd paceline distances (i.e. 4.5f or 11.0f) 
have new extrapolation techniques.  Expect some numerical differences – but the rankings will be 
about 99% the same in both programs.    
  
Can I print the velocity screen?  When are you going to complete a full card print option? 
Yes, the velocity screen can be printed one race at a time by clicking the print button. 
The full card print option has been a source of great frustration for me.  It should be ready in the next 
upgrade.   
 
Can I delete racecards and files from HTR2001? 
The drop-down box that holds the list of race cards is not easy to manipulate for instant deletion.  I 
need to create a separate box that lists the race cards so you can zap them quickly – similar to the 
DOS version.  For now – delete from Windows Explorer or the DOS-HTR as usual.  By the way- 
HTR2001 can hold an infinite number of races in the box – it will never crash with a large volume of 
data – but will be slower to load initially if you have more than 7500 races to process. 
 
I’m confused about the use of the “!” in the program? 
The “!” is always used to designate something that is definitive or very positive. 
 

• Next to the post position in the PP's (08!) means the horse broke fast from the gate. 
• The 0.0! beaten-length indicates the horse had a clear uncontested lead at that point. 
• On the velocity screen “!” means a top ranked horse has wide differential to the 2nd rank. 
• In front of the RS (!F) the horse is likely to clear on the lead early.  
 
Did you keep the Running Style Designations the same as the old program? 
Basically yes.  There may be a few that are different due to tightening up the algorithm to 
better reflect reality.  There are five running style designations in HTR   
F = (Front) always goes for the lead.  Likely will go wire to wire if winner. 
E = (Early) runs close up to the leaders or takes the front if circumstances dictate. 
P = (Presser/stalker) position is flexible toward the front half of the field.  
S = (Sustained) early position is flexible toward the back half of the field and a closer.  
R = (Rear) likes to run at the rear of the field early and must rally strongly to get up. 
 
Will HTR2001 have modeling capability? 
Yes – there will be a modeler when all the data has been included.  I also have planned a 
testing program that will allow queries on data without the use of a database or export. 

 
Can I select my own pacelines in HTR2001 - like in the DOS version? 
Not yet, but there will be a pacemode (0) option that will allow you to chose and save the lines 
you want and model them later.     
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Handicapping 
Late Speed Velocity Factors 

 
Velocity handicappers tend to spend most of their time focusing on early speed factors.  This is because early 
speed measurements are so consistently productive and they are less volatile under actual race conditions.  
Thoroughbreds that are dependent on a late kick often find themselves at a disadvantage in North American dirt 
racing. 
 

• Dirt tracks tend to promote early speed running styles because they are sandy and do not ‘grip’ as well as a 
grass course for traction and momentum.    

 

• Horses that must progress from the back of the pack often have more work to do as they must either run 
through the horses in front of them or travel wide to get clear.  Trouble is far more common for late runners 
than early speed types that are clear of the field from the start. 

 

• Pace scenarios tend to favor horses that can be rated close to the front.  That gives them maximum flexibility 
to handle a fast or slow pace.  Late runners must always hope for a rapid early battle so that the front speed 
will tire and come back to them.  When the pace is normal or slow, the closer must have a jockey that can 
position with precision and make the final move at exactly the right moment. 

 
But there also some very tempting advantages to late fraction velocity handicapping – 
 

• Without a computer program, the public often has difficulty at uncovering the runners with the strongest true 
late thrust.  Horses that appear to be making late moves on paper are often not the fastest finishers in terms of 
actual work output.  The fractions and beaten lengths need to be synchronized in computations to understand 
whether the closing run occurred due to rapid de-acceleration or an exemplary burst of energy by the horse.  

 

• Late runners tend to pay better mutuels when they win and are rarely over-bet unless they have a huge 
class/speed figure advantage.  Fat exactas and trifectas are common when a sustained type longshot picks off 
the tired early speed late and gets home second or third at inflated odds. 

 
Let’s review the common late speed velocity terms and algorithms. 
 

F/p/s = feet per second.  Standard measure of velocity information. 
 

Fraction Three (Fr3) is the key component in all late speed velocity analysis.  It is computed with the following 
formula =  Final Fraction in feet / (Final Time – 2nd Call).   
 

2nd Call = 4f call time in sprints; 6f call time in routes (1 mile or more). 
 

Final Fraction = distance from 2nd call to finish as shown below. 
 
Dist in Furlongs        Final Frac in Furlongs      Final Fraction in Feet 

5.0                     1.0                        660 
5.5                     1.5                        990 
6.0                     2.0                       1320 
6.5                     2.5                       1650 
7.0                     3.0                       1980 
8.0                     2.0                       1320 
8.5                     2.5                       1650 
9.0                     3.0                       1980 
10.0                    4.0                       2640 
12.0                    6.0                       3960 
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Handicapping 
Late Speed Velocity     Fr3 

 
Six furlongs would seem to be the perfect distance for velocity measurements.  Each of the three component 
fractions is equal in length and exactly 2 furlongs.  Surprisingly, Fr3 is least effective at that distance.  The chart 
below provides a large sample of data at several distances so we can measure the productivity of the Fr3 on its 
own. 
 
Here are the data parameters for the chart below and for rest of the testing herein regarding late speed factors. 
 

Paceline Mode: 5 
Age Filter: Older Horses Only 
Class Filter: Non-Maidens only 
Gender Filter: None (male and female tested) 
Track Filter: None (all tracks tested) 
Database Date Range: Oct 1999 – Present (about 78,000 races) 
 

When testing velocity data for accuracy and comparative details it is usually best to leave out maiden races and 
races carded for younger horses age 2 or 3.  We want answers that help us understand the potency of the feet-per-
second numbers without the distractions of unknown first timers or rapidly improving horses.  Velocity 
handicapping can be used on such races with excellent results, but for general test purposes they are best ignored. 
 
The chart below is a composite result of testing Fr3 at various distances.  These are fast-dirt distances.  Turf is 
covered later.  The results display a composite of the top-2 ranked horses in Fr3.  There are almost no ties in the 
data as Fr3 is a decimal numeral.  Rather than bore you with Impact values I provide a strength rating based on 
the power of the factor in finding winners and making money with it. 
 
Fr3 --- Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked ---- Non-Maidens – Older Horses. 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              30.8        0.81           D 
 

4.5 – 5.0        26.6        0.64           F 
5.5              29.8        0.79           D 
6.0              28.6        0.75           F 
6.5              29.7        0.83           D 
7.0              30.4        0.80           D 
 

8.0              33.8        0.87           C 
8.5              35.6        0.92           C 
9.0              32.5        0.76           F 
10.0 +           30.1        0.88           C 

 

Analysis 
In general, Fr3 is much more effective at route distances.  As already noted, the 6-furlong races have the weakest 
results among the popular distances with late velocity.  Distances below 5.5 furlongs and above 9 furlongs are 
questionable using Fr3 as the final-fraction distance is too far out of balance with the other segments of the race 
(see chart on page 4).   
 
Keep in mind that this chart above is utilizing Fr3 as the sole handicapping factor.  Unlike its more powerful 
cousin, Fr1, the late rating can do little by itself to help the handicapper dig out profits.  Although the middle 
route distances (8-8.5) look like they have some promise with Fr3, they are better served by combining with 
other items as we shall see.  Let’s take a look at the turf next. 
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Handicapping 
Late Speed Velocity -- Fr3 

 
Fr3 on the Grass 
Turf racing places a higher premium on a horse’s ability to kick hard in the final part of the race.  In Europe, 
where nearly all thoroughbred races are contested on grass, the early pace is generally very slow and the jockeys 
are biding their time looking for the perfect striking position.  The last 3/8 of a mile is run very fast and horses 
are trained to ‘quicken’ with sudden turn of foot in a rapid final burst.  North American turf racing is more of a 
mixed bag.  While some classier long distance turf races are run Euro-style, most grass events here feature a 
moderate pace with horses in the front half of the field early having a tactical advantage.  Grass is an easier 
footing to get a hold of and allows those with strong late moves a better chance than the sandy speed-favoring 
dirt.  
 

The question is – can we take advantage of the nature of turf racing by using Fr3 and other late speed ratings?  
The chart below is the result of testing older horses in non-maiden grass races at various distances with Fr3 as 
the sole criteria.       
 
Fr3 --- Fast Turf Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked. ----Non-maiden - Older horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              33.2        0.85           C 
 

5.0 – 7.0        30.1        0.88           C 
 

7.5 - 8.0        33.5        0.84           C 
8.5              31.3        0.82           C 
9.0              34.7        1.04           B+ 
10.0 +           36.4        0.95           B 

 

Analysis 
The overall results are considerably better than the dirt chart.  I lumped the sprints in together to get a better 
sample, but that is a reach because the sprint courses are so diverse in North America.  The 9f routes on grass 
reveal a surprising flat bet profit.  The sample was fairly large, so the data is reliable.  Yet why is the ROI so 
much higher than the 8.5f races?  Perhaps several boxcar winners skewed the results – I didn’t check.  The longer 
grass routes (9f +) have the highest win percentage with Fr3, of any of the distance/surface categories – that 
validates the common sense theory that Fr3 is most predictive when stamina and closing kick are needed in their 
greatest measure. 
 
Combination Factors with Fr3 
Fraction-3 by itself is not a very useful handicapping factor.  Velocity handicapping specialists have always 
known this and usually combine Fr3 with another fractional component to enhance it.   
 
There are three basic combination factors that utilize Fr3 as 50% of the algorithm.   
 

S/P – Sustained Pace combines E/P (2nd call velocity) and Fr3 equally. 
F/X – factor X, which is computed with equal parts of Fr1 and Fr3. 
L/P - Late Pace, which combines Fr2 (turn time) and Fr3 in equal measure. 
 
The combinations would seem very, very interesting to test in light of what we just learned about Fr3.  Each of 
them will be examined herein with the same methodology as the Fr3 tests above.  I am using distance and 
surface as my primary criteria because the conditions have already been established as older non-maidens.  
Certainly there would be differences in the results if the test broke down each age/sex/class group – that would 
require another newsletter.  The purpose this month is to gain an understanding of the fundamental potential of 
Fr3 and associated ratings in predicting race outcomes. 
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Handicapping 
Late Speed Velocity   Sustained Pace 

 
Sustained Pace (S/P) 
S/P is the most popular velocity method for assessment of late speed.  By striking an equal balance between the 
horse’s second call positional speed as measured by E/P, and it’s final fraction running strength, we should have 
one heck of rating for comparing real time thoroughbred workload.  In all types of races, the ability to place the 
horse forward in the field and still have a strong closing kick is the perfect scenario for a winning trip.  But is this 
too obvious to the public as well? 
 
S/P--- Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens - Older Horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              37.8        0.84           C 
 

4.5 – 5.0        32.2        0.71           D 
5.5              38.6        0.88           C 
6.0              37.6        0.82           D 
6.5              37.1        0.80           D 
7.0              40.2        0.91           C 
 

8.0              37.1        0.83           D 
8.5              39.9        0.90           C 
9.0              39.0        0.84           D 
10.0 +           42.8        0.91           C 

 

Analysis 
Comparing this S/P chart with the Fr3 data shows improvement in the win% in every category.  However the 
ROI does not rise in accordance.  Horses that receive strong ratings in S/P tend to look good to the public on 
paper.  They are usually pace pressers that display a good closing finish.  It is difficult to outrank your field in 
S/P if the selected paceline looks bad at the finish.  That is not the case with the more profitable early speed 
velocity ratings that produce higher ROI.   
 

For dirt usage - S/P is a track dependent rating that is useful at individual locations and distances when there is a 
bias tendency for late speed.  It is also the key rating to peruse when a speed duel is anticipated between the 
favorites.            
 
S/P--- Turf Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens - Older Horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              35.5        0.86           C 
 

5.5              31.4        0.82           D 
6.5              32.0        0.77           F 
8.0              36.8        0.83           D 
8.5              34.5        0.81           D 
9.0              37.5        1.00           B+ 
10.0 +           36.4        0.87           C 

 
Analysis 
Sustained pace would seem to be the ideal rating for grass races in North America.  The results just don’t pan out 
overall.  Once again the 1 1/8 mile (9.0f) results are pretty good – but I am skeptical due to the dull ROI on the 
other distances.  Unfortunately we have to begin to question the use of velocity handicapping on turf in general.  
Perhaps the dissimilar nature of grass course layouts – the ambiguity of timing and rail placement – and the 
difficulty of obtaining accurate variants weigh heavily on the results.  Interesting that some handicappers swear 
by S/P on their home turf circuit - as they are modeling on a specific course and distance during one time of the 
year.  Specificity must be the secret to S/P profits.             
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Late Speed Velocity   Factor X 
 

Factor-X 
Factor-X is certainly the most curious of the ratings that involve 50% usage of Fr3.  The questions abound and 
many may argue that the combination of Fr1 + Fr3 is not a late speed rating at all.   
 
Factor-X (F/X) was named as such by Sartin handicapping group in the late 1970’s because they couldn’t come 
up with a better term and wanted it to sound mysterious and metaphysical for marketing.  Later, some programs 
renamed it “balance speed” which seems to sound better in an era when X-Files is a television show about aliens.   
 
We have documented the profit power of Fr1 for years and years.  Why dilute a productive rating with the 
questionable Fr3 mix.  The answer may be that certain distances or tracks become more predictive with the 
combination.  F/X is the least used and studied velocity rating.  For some it makes no sense and they ignore it.  
Others claim it works only in sprints (as did the Sartin/Brohamer followers).  
 
F/X--- Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens - Older Horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              39.9        0.87           C 
 

4.5 – 5.0        34.3        0.73           F 
5.5              38.5        0.87           C 
6.0              40.1        0.89           C+ 
6.5              36.0        0.81           D 
7.0              38.3        0.91           C+ 
 

8.0              38.4        0.84           C 
8.5              40.2        0.90           C+ 
9.0              44.5        0.94           B 
10.0 +           39.6        0.81           D 

 
Analysis 
When compared to the results of Fr3 by itself, the results with F/X are very promising.  All of the win 
percentages and ROI are improved.  And routes look as good as sprints.   
 
But are the results better than Fr1 by itself?  The answer in terms of win percent is yes.  But the ROI is 
definitively reduced compared to Fr1 alone.   
 
Turf Races and F/X 
The results are not worth printing.  Typical category had 34% winners and 0.80 ROI.   
 
F/X -- worth thinking about. 
Factor-X is largely unexplored territory.  Very few velocity handicappers have made a specialty of it and most of 
us only casually pay attention to the number.  Of all the velocity measurements – F/X is certainly the most 
difficult to ascertain with the naked eye.  Looking at PP’s or fractional times at face value will not uncover the 
combination of early + late speed without a computer.   
 
Many of us have searched for years to find a method that augments the ROI power of Fr1.  F/X would seem a 
logical starting point.  But the 50/50 method of adding Fr3 into the equation clearly doesn’t produce similar 
profits even though more winners are found.   
 
F/X has been reported as profitable at smaller (bullring) tracks as well as 1-turn mile races at larger tracks.  Both 
are specialty areas and require separation from the main database for research.  Continue to stay alert for 
potential.   
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Late Speed Velocity   L/P 
 

L/P or Late Pace, combines Fr2 (turn time) + Fr3 in 50/50 calculation.  On many screens in HTR we list this 
factor as Lv for ranking purposes when printed next to the running style.  We will discuss the use of this factor 
with running style at the bottom of the page.  At face value, the L/P rating should provide a solid measure of 
stamina and closing kick in one number.   
 
L/P--- Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens - Older Horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              32.8        0.82           D 
 

4.5 – 5.0        29.9        0.67           F 
5.5              34.4        0.85           C 
6.0              32.3        0.78           D 
6.5              31.2        0.79           D 
7.0              32.6        0.83           D 
 

8.0              33.8        0.86           C 
8.5              34.6        0.88           C 
9.0              33.1        0.87           C 
10.0 +           38.8        0.85           C 

 
Analysis 
As a solo handicapping factor – L/P is almost useless in dirt sprints.  The factor has more power in the routes 
and might be worth a look. 
 
L/P--- Turf Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens – Older Horses 

Distance         Win%       $1ROI        Strength 
 

All              31.1        0.84           D 
 

5.5              27.7        0.71           F 
6.5              24.0        0.68           F 
8.0              32.2        0.88           C 
8.5              31.2        0.81           D 
9.0              32.8        0.89           C 
10.0 +           32.7        0.87           C 

 
Analysis 
These results look pretty similar to the dirt chart above.  No great shakes.  And the Fr3 (by itself) results on 
page 6 were better on the grass.  The addition of turn time Fr2 into the equation hurts the results. 
 
L/P has its uses.  Particularly to identify horses I call “garbage collectors”.  These are the late runners that rarely 
win.  They are longshots that pass tired contenders in the stretch and get up place and show money – thus a 
healthy exotic return.  Best method of use is to compare the 3-stage combination of running style + Fr1 (Ev) + 
L/P (Lv) for every horse in the race.  This can be found on several HTR screens and is a great method to 
conjecture the positional characteristics of the field and determine which runners might benefit late at a high 
price.   
 
Common Patterns of Longshot Late Speed “garbage collectors” RS, Ev, Lv are displayed below.   
 

S–8-1   S-9-3 
S-7–2   S-6-4 
R–9–2   R-7-1 
P–5-4   P–6-3 
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Late Speed Velocity   Summary and Issues to Ponder 
 
Perhaps the results of using Fr3 and the combination formulas that utilize it seem disappointing.  We have been 
spoiled at HTR with the continual good news about Fr1 early velocity.  Maybe our expectations are too high.   
 
Compare the ROI results of the late velocity factors with public favorites for instance, and the returns look very 
healthy.  Any mechanical approach to using late velocity in large test samples will generally produce ROI below 
0.90 though, and that makes it difficult to find a method of play with it that wins in broad circumstances.     
 
For an educational comparison, I’ll take the exact same data sample used for the dirt research above and test a 
number of popular factors through for an interesting comparison.  Below are the results with win% and ROI in 
order of win percentage – the chart on page 11 lists the same factors by ROI.  The ratings we examined this 
month are highlighted in bold. 
 
Various Factors ranked by Win percentage  
Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens – Older Horses 
 

Factor                 Win%           ROI 
 

HTR-Consensus          50.3           0.86           
(K) Rating             49.6           0.85 
MLO Favorites          49.2           0.81 
Pscan                  48.6           0.86 
POW rating             48.5           0.85 
HTR Class Rating       44.7           0.84 
Last Cramer Speed      43.8           0.84 
C90 Rating*            43.5           0.88 
A/P velocity           43.3           0.86 
VEL Score              41.7           0.88 
F/X velocity           39.9           0.87 
S/P velocity           37.8           0.84 
E/P velocity           37.5           0.88 
Jockey 365 win         35.6           0.81 
Fr1 Velocity           34.5           0.93 
Trainer 365 win        34.2           0.80 
L/P velocity           32.8           0.82 
Fr2 velocity           31.5           0.78 
Fr3 velocity           30.8           0.81 
 

Notes: the velocity numbers computed with Paceline Mode (5) 
       C90 rating is ‘best Cramer speed figure, last 90 days’ 
       Trainer and Jockey 365 win = ranking of win percentage 
 
As Star Trek’s Dr. Spock would surmise “it is completely illogical” to test everything from 4½f to a 1½ mile dirt 
races in the same sample.  Nevertheless there is productivity vs. profit dichotomy that is very consistent among 
these factors however they are tested.  At issue with late speed velocity: the low win percentage would be 
acceptable if the ROI could get to 0.90.  At the 0.90 range – there is fair certainty that the factor will make money 
under some general circumstances.  When a handicapping factor has a strong top-two win percentage around 
45% or better, a lower ROI is tolerated because the horses can be used as key horses in exotic wagers.   We don’t 
find either positive scenario with Fr3 related data. 
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Late Speed Velocity   Compare ROI to Other Factors 
 
Next chart ranks the same factors by ROI. 
 
Various Factors ranked by ROI  
Fast Dirt Winners ---- Composite Top 2 ranked –-- Non-maidens – Older Horses 
 

Factor                 Win%           ROI 
 

Fr1                    34.5           0.93 
E/P Velocity           37.5           0.88 
C90 Rating             43.5           0.88 
A/P velocity           43.3           0.87 
F/X velocity           39.9           0.87 
VEL Score              41.7           0.87 
Pscan                  48.6           0.87 
POW rating             48.5           0.86 
HTR-Consensus          50.3           0.86 
(K) Rating             49.6           0.85 
Class Rating           44.7           0.85 
Last Cramer Speed      43.8           0.84 
S/P velocity           37.8           0.84 
L/P velocity           32.8           0.82 
Jockey 365 win         35.6           0.81 
Fr3 velocity           30.8           0.81 
MLO Favorites          49.2           0.81 
Trainer 365 win        34.2           0.80 
Fr2 velocity           31.5           0.78 

 
There are a couple of surprises here.  The C90 rating performed very well in this sample.  Check the September 
issue of HTR Monthly Report for more tests on that one.  F/X quietly sneaks in the top-5, but few people will 
take notice anyway!  Fr2 (turn time) and trainer win percentage bring up the bottom – but we have always known 
that these are factors best used in concert with other elements.  
 
Summary 
Horses that race in dirt sprints and have strong late speed on paper are dubious contenders without a price.  
Handicappers need to be aware that superior velocity representation in Fr3 and associated factors should be 
attached to good odds before making a bet.     
 
Route winners on grass and dirt are more predictive with late speed velocity.  At major tracks, I have a 
benchmark that works well in dirt routes --- the Fr3 f/p/s should be above 50.00 for the horse to be considered a 
win contender.  Very few non-maiden dirt route winners will make it to the wire first if the Fr3 rating is not 
better than 50.00.  At cheaper tracks, or in very weak races, this standard may not be justified.  In fact there are 
races in which all the runners are below the mark of 50.00.  In those cases, any amount of early advantage will be 
enough to win. 
 
While Fr3 velocity would seem to be the key element for turf races – it does not test particularly well in large 
samples.  There was some positive evidence with the longer (9.0f +) grass races though.   
 
It is interesting to note that while Fr1 win rates drop below 10% in grass routes, the ROI is actually quite high due to hitting 
shock winners paying $70 or more consistently.  We have found no reliable method of predicting these Fr1 grass winners 
except that they possess terrible late speed ratings!   
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Late News 
 

Thanks to Chuck F from Pennsylvania for figuring out why the HTR2001 would often scroll 
slowly.  To remove this problem – click Control Panel / Display / Effects (tab).  Then check 
OFF the box that says “use transition effects…..”  The scrolling will return to normal. 
 
Please beta-test the new velocity screen in HTR2001.  If you see glaring problems, let me 
know.  But be aware that the f/p/s numbers are more accurate due to calculation precision and 
less rounding than the DOS version.  Some distance and surface and extrapolation algorithms 
were changed and there are some minor differences in paceline mode (5) structure.  Paceline 
mode (1) and (5) are available.     
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